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AGENDA

We continued to survey people leaders the most demanding 
personal attributes for the success of the organization 
transformation.

We drawn conclusion and took below actions to create a 
more agile organization & hence a rewarding transformation 
journey

Start Small, and encourage autonomy

Grow Big, and encourage result

EXECUTIVES SUMMARY
The Study
The objective of this study is to review and unlock value for the 
corporates which is pursuing or will pursue transformation in 
coming 12 months. From the interview, a Conesus is reached 
that transformation under most circumstances followed one key 
principle:

Mindset will affect Behavior and hence develop a Culture that 
determine the success of the Transformation Strategy
implementation under the given Tactic and Design.

Over 90% of the interviewees reflected that they are still in the 
process of mindset change to align Vision and better prepared 
for the transformation journey.

Observation
While we were working with different project teams consist of 
front line and back office staffs, our questionnaire and 
observation during brainstorming sessions suggested that 
around 70% of team behave tend to:

Avoid Challenges Embrace Challenges

Give up Persist in face of roadblock

Ignore feedback Learn from criticism/ Lesson

Feel threatened
By the others’ success

Inspired by others

Problem Solving

Critical Thinking

Decision Making

Entrepreneurship

Innovation

Importance in a scale of 5

10 Culture Weeks Each week will specify a theme for the 
team to practice

Team Hackathon
Brainstorm & collaboration with solid 
business objective and required 
outcomes

Learning & Sharing Cross domain knowledge research and 
sharing among team

Organization 
Hackathon

Cross team collaboration, rapid 
prototyping and competition

Minimum Viable 
Product Delivery

Define and influence stakeholders to pursue 
MVP, or partner with externals to deliver

Rewarding system
Embed involvement & performance 
deliver into the appraisal system

Transformation

The Transformation Study
We interviewed director or above leaders from 12 
Fortune 500 corporates in APAC regarding their 
transformation journey. Interviewees are from 
diverse industries including Supply Chain, Shared 
Service Centre, Transportation, Pharmaceutical, and 
Insurance

Corporates interviewed
# of Employee: >500
Average company age: 28 years
Countries/ City: China, Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore, 
Thailand
Leader Female to Male Ratio: 55%: 45%
Departments Involved: Finance, Procurement, 
Supply Chain, Operation, Information Technology, 
Project Management, Sales & Marketing, Industry 
specific for instances, revenue control, & actuarial.

Behavior under a given scenario

Look for change agent
Hire external Start-up/ in-source 
catalyst or change agent 
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1 – Problem Solving Week

Pinpoint the 3 “Do or Die” 
problems with
Ideal-Reality-Consequences-Proposal1

2 – Critical Thinking Week

Practice ask WHY for 5 
times with your team

3 – Ideation Week

Brainstorm as many 
solutions as possible

4 – Decision Week

Make Every Decision 
within 15 sec (Small) or at 
most 5 mins (Large)

5 – Innovation Week 

Change 3 status quos that 
improve you or others’ 
deliverable outcomes 

6 – Testing Week

Seek comment from the 
beneficiary about the 
change taken

7 – Presentation Week

Develop a 3 pages 
presentation on Problem-
Solution-Timeline within 
the team

8 – Meeting Week

Practice running effective 
meeting (on average >30% of the 

time was spent on meeting, half of them 
are waste if participants do not get 
straight to the point)

9 – Feedback Week

Gives team members 
Constructive Feedback 
on the behavior and thing that can be 
changed with recommendations.

10 – Entrepreneur Week

Retrospect your “Do or Die” 
problems, Quantify how 
much you’ve accomplished. 
The % will be your chance to survive

The 10 weeks with dedicated theme 
were designed to enable all levels of 
the staffs to collaborate, rethink and 
execute the changes pragmatically. 
People are given high level 
instruction and will practice within 
their area of work.

10 Culture Weeks

1Ideal- Describe the to be state
Reality-Describe the current state
Consequences-describe the impact of the business problem if it is not fixed
Proposal-describe potential solution
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Start Up Corporates

Startups want to upkeep their spirit even when they deal 
with corporates; But the fact is when company grows larger 
and more complex, the chance of deviating from the 
founder vision get higher

Growing corporates want to adopt startup spirit in a 
conservative way, but the method to deploy such “Bold” 
changes often fail to influence all levels of staff and hence 
sustain the impact.

Make Decision Quick, Fewer concerns on failure

Risk Taking

Skillful

Entrepreneur

Look for large breakthrough

MVP

Less time on concept, Long time on implementation

Lots of approval, Many concerns on failure

Risk Adverse

Technical

Manager & Leader

Look for small incremental change

Perfection

Long time on concept, Long time on implementation

The identified agents are often failed to bring start-up spirit to
business with Death Anxiety 

When Corporates identify internal champions or change agent
the company, because they mostly lack experience to run a
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Hackathon
Must at least come with a Prototype 
& 30-60-90 days deliverables plan

Clearly Articulated

Attainable

Led by a stakeholder

Organized

Clear Questions or Problem to solve

Use 20% of the ultimate deliverables to 
measure the accomplishment of the Hackathon

Subject matter experts shall guides the team to 
under the relevant business scenario

The hackathon shall be organized so that every 
one could contribute and collaborate

1

2

3

4

Running a good hackathon with desired benefit instead of a short term gimmick
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Functional

Reliable

Delightful

Convenient

Minimum Viable Product

- Is to solve a real problem
- Is built to learn user feedback
- Is designed to change the status quo
- Is not just aimed to impress
- Is not an end product

Not a Minimum 
Viable Product

1
Align MVP Definition Between 
Stakeholders, Sponsors & 
Implementation Team

2
Chop deliverables by sprints
Look for & act on user 
feedback

3
Product owner & 
sponsor to reiterate 
MVP vision 

Sustaining MVP vision is as important as arising 
the idea of MVP; 

60% of the project teams failed to sustain MVP vision in their 
transformation program after 6 months
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Product Attributes Triangle
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Rewarding System3 Key Lens

1 Measure
Go beyond financial Indicators

2 Encourage
Accountability without blame

3 Reward
With customized formula

Financial Indicators are important; But how many employees could have a significant impact 
to the company profit and lost? How could we incentive someone who develop teamwork 
culture among departments?

When people put a equal sign on accountability and blame, people will become more risk-
averse, hide their mistakes and hence generate far fewer initiatives to prosper. Management 
shall stress that accountable means to take responsibility for future results no matter good 
or bad.

There is no one size fit all formula for the compensation and the promotion protocol. 
Company shall rethink the focus on financial performance targets and adopt a 
multidimensional approach to reward people who attain the organization’s stated values. 
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KY & Company

KY & Company is a Digital Transformation Consultancy 
that helps companies create financial impact through 
strategy development, digitization and automation. KY 
empowers the companies by injecting start-up spirit, 
generating innovation, & delivering down-to-earth 
solution. www.kyand.co

http://www.kyand.co/

